
 

 

 

THE HERO HIDDEN WITHIN:  

A Guide to the principles of ‘The Hero’s Journey’ 

By Jaemes Gregory & Gerard Davies 

 

INTRODUCTION: 

This document has been produced as part of a training programme in digital storytelling. It involves 

the underlying processes of screen craft and the general basics of narrative storytelling. This is a 

loose structure which can be adapted to all forms of narrative presentation, such as Carl Jung 

explored during his time in psychology and his focus upon the model of ‘The Self’, which will further 

be explored in this document as his study of psychology has become one of the writers greatest 

tools for creating character’s with purpose. 

The Hero’s journey is occasionally referenced as a personal development tool and people involved in 

the creative industries as well as psychologists have emphasised on its validity as a guide to 

overcoming confrontation and understanding life’s key moments of change and processes of 

catharsis. Although this can be argued since screenwriting has very much been established from 

these various conceptions, however, it has given birth to an evolving craft which is in fact not real 

life but rather an art form which is still evolving with a ‘close attention to detail’ in its tactics. Despite 

this, people still argue the Hero’s Journey to be a useful philosophical tool. This document is an 

overview on some of the basics which have been established and the re occurring patterns that exist 

in story today as they did in Aristotle’s time. 

THE CHARACTER ARCHETYPES AND FUNCTIONS: 

The model of ‘The Self’ was originally crafted by C.G. Jung was adopted by Joseph Campbell in his 

research throughout mono myth. It was a reference to the different aspects of the self which played 

a function within our conscious and unconscious development and was a reference to the types of 

personalities which may be encountered upon our psyche at any given time.  It has become widely 

used to recognize the archetypal functions which character’s play in a story as a whole and the 

temporary masks and traits that’s individuals may take on to play a function throughout the 

narrative. These archetypes are the forces exerted upon the hero’s path and how they counter act 

together as a unity to achieve balance within the hero’s ultimatum. The hero will experience these 

aspects of the self through different character interactions at different times (although generally a 

character will own one of these particular traits to distinguish their role in the over arching plot).  

HERO (THE SELF/SUPER EGO): The traditional Protagonist, the driver of the story, the one who 

forces the action and seeks wisdom to overcome adversity.  

 

SHADOW/LOWER SELF: The Antagonist, the character directly opposed to the Hero. He represents 

the problem that must be solved or overcome for the Protagonist to succeed. 



 

 

 

MENTOR/TRUE SELF: The Mentor is a teacher or helper who aids the Protagonist in his quest by 

presenting him with trials which he must oversee and provides the wisdom he needs to face them. 

 

GODDESS/ HIGHER SELF: Represents the consciousness of which the hero is attempting to attain, 

that which is pure and true. The Higher Self has great gifts to share, but only to a hero who is 

worthy, one who can recognise the forces she represents free from judgement. 

 

SHAPESHIFTER: The Shape shifter hinders and deludes the hero, tempting him to take the wrong 

turn or approach. 

 

TRICKSTER/CLOWN: The trickster is famous for inspiring change in others by enlightening them with 

adverse wisdom, often a wise man depicted as a clown, he is never as he seems and often provides 

comic relief by promoting idiotic ideas which are ironically supported by reason. 

 

THE HERALD: The entity that summons the hero to adventure, providing the catalytic initiation 

required for the adventure to begin. 

 

THRESHOLD GUARDIAN: The guardian is the gatekeeper of thresholds and represents a test which 

the hero must overcome before proceeding further on his mission. 

 

THE NOBLE ALLY: Is unfailing in its loyalty and support. He is often aligned with the hero and 

sometimes has the ability to oversee something of which the Hero has missed in his attempt to bear 

the weight of the mission alone. 

 

THE REASONABLE COMPANION: This character makes its decisions out of reason and takes action 

on the basis of logic, never letting feelings get in the way of a rational course. 

 

THE EMOTIONAL COMPANION: The Emotion character responds with its feelings without thinking, 

whether it is angry or kind without regard for consequences. They are often the sceptics of the 

mission, blinded by fear. 

 
It is important that the objective goal and subjective need of the characters are established 

efficiently regardless of their function in the story. Every character is impulse to react to a scenario 

based on their own individual needs (their basic survival requirements) and goals (what it is 

materialistically they wish to gain), it is these two necessities that determine all the actions of all 

characters at all times within the framework of the story. All will be defined by these two basic 

requirements, and undoubtedly their wants and needs will change and progress with the plot. This is 

also known as the objective vs. the subjective storyline, without defining these two basic elements 

your characters will not be defined properly by real motives and scenes will lack purposeful conflict, 



 

 

resonation and realism. It is the constant debate in value of needs and importance of desires within 

the characters which drive the story forward and create opposing perspectives to induce conflict 

throughout the story. 

THE CYCLE OF THE JOURNEY: 

Let’s look at the stages of the journey which have been collected from a series of studies which 

Campbell himself has identified as the re occurring patterns of story. The information was 

accumulated from ancient myths, religious stories and dreams of all cultures recorded through time 

which today has become known today as ‘The Hero’s Journey’. These findings are what Joseph 

Campbell set out to pin point and define throughout his life and with his various books, most famous 

of which is, ‘The Hero with a Thousand Faces’, which later spawned the influence of ‘The Writer’s 

Journey’, by Christopher Vogler and a raised awareness of the techniques which Hollywood was 

using to develop stories for mass reproduction.  

Might I add that today stories are marketed by genre which all has to meet its own specific needs, 

conventions and models of presentation, however, the underlying journey is always usually the 

same remedies at work; eventually leading to the personal development of a character (the effective 

Character Arch).  All stories involve similar tests and trial stages of underlying conflict in order to 

achieve some form of dramatic tension and capture audiences. The hero’s journey is the storyteller’s 

toolbox which is constantly being evolved to explore wider scopes of story and twist the 

expectations of audiences. It is an ancient form which has been replicated, understood by its suitors 

and dressed with modern understanding in order to speak to the people of today and exploit 

universal messages. It’s widely known in the writing profession that almost every story situation can 

be referenced back to one of these basic stages of ‘The Hero’s Journey’ and the method which is at 

play. All stories are about the hero achieving balance, in order for balance to be obtained he must 

first learn by confronting the imbalances which prevent him from integration within a sustained 

society.  
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OUTERMOST CALL: Raised awareness of the need to exile from the tribe; An outer calling from the 

Evolved World is upsetting the Status quo of the Ancient World and the hero’s 'soul' purpose is 

pushing him/her towards the threshold of a mission, a mission that requires IMIDIATE ACTION. 

INNERMOST CALL: The raised awareness that the hero must soon return from this new world, for it 

is beyond his known power to fight the forces that dominate this world. Now the calling from the 

home tribe will become urgent, no longer can it survive without the boon that the hero has set out 

to seek, time is running out and if the hero does not confront the weaknesses in his psyche that he 

has been trying to ignore all will be lost. The innermost calling is not just a call to return home, but 

also a warning deep from within the hero’ self that the need for change is dire, ‘you cannot continue 

the way you are without suffering the consequences’, the hero must be honest with himself now as 

the innermost calling is the hero’s first immediate realization that he will not succeed without 

purification from the ideals which has been scared deep within his roots. 

THE TURNING POINTS: 

A turning point is the moment in which the quest’s objective goal has to change, introducing 

evolving threat to the mission, each time resulting in strategy being revised and re established to 

ensure survival of the mission. Every time a turning point is reached, the urgency of the mission will 

increase and the hero’s ability will be tested to its limits, he cannot turn back under any 

circumstance, if he is to quit he is to fail the mission as he usually signifies a last hope, it is the 

survival of the home tribe that is counting on him, for he carries their weight upon his shoulders.  

Usually once experiencing the consequences of the objective they have trailed and experienced the 

retaliation of its antics, the only way in which the hero can find an outcome is to search to the inner 

regions of himself and decide upon the next course of action (subjective plot vs. objective plot); For 

his actions descript his personality and the increasing level of change taking place within his psyche.  

This is what is known as a turning point, the moment when a hero has undergone a partial cycle of 

change/catharsis which acts as a constructive portion to the whole objective. This process repeats 

itself about eight times on a micro scale within the mainframe of a story, and about 4 times as a 

whole throughout the entire framework. ACT 1 marks one turning point, ACT 2 signifies two turning 

points and ACT 3 is the fourth and final portion which completes the presentation and decides the 

subject matter of which the story is debating. A turning point will be only be signified once; a hero 

has executed an objective goal in an attempt to succeed with unexpected consequences. The 

consequences of their actions act upon the inner development of the hero, forcing the subject to 

change and summon a new objective in the continual progression of the success of their mission. 

Each turning point marks a new discovery of the self, testing and shedding old ways until the hero is 

bare of ego and vulnerable to the very essence of that which makes him human; lack of control. This 

is the place where the hero will find his true self and realize the imbalances of his old self. 

 

  



 

 

 

Ontente & the Hero’s Journey 
 
ACT ONE 
 
The Ordinary World 
The story will open in a world by which the hero has come to understand as his norm, where all 
relevant back-story and information required to understand where the hero is in his current balance 
of life will be expressed through exposition (the deposit of necessary information via conflict and 
tension within their current relationships/circumstances). A need for change will be indicated in some 
way and we will usually sense that the hero does not quite fit into their present environment 
somehow. There will be a noticeable flaw highlighted within the hero’s personality of which he is 
usually ignorant to, something which prevents him from full integration within his current 
environment. 
 
The Call to Adventure 
The hero will receive an urgent call to adventure, also known as the inciting incident as sometimes it 
will not necessarily be a calling in which the hero receives, but an action he has taken which has 
catalysed a series of events which will soon force him beyond the first threshold at his own will. The 
call to adventure is the first official warning that a dramatic change is required within the objective 
of the story and refusal to answer this call could have dire consequences (whether the hero is aware 
of this or not). 
 
Refusal of the Call 
The Hero is reluctant to change and doubts his ability to answer the call, this is a phase of refusal 
where the hero’s self belief is tested and the unconscious life force of his flawed ego will work against 
him, convincing him that he is not ready for the mission altogether. 
 
Meeting with the Mentor/ Supernatural Aid 
The Hero normally finds the strength he needs to continue through some form of supernatural 
guidance or mentorship (usually representing the will of the higher self), he is encouraged and comes 
to understand everything required for him to venture into a world which is unknown and retrieve the 
rewards for himself.  
 
Crossing the First Threshold 
The hero will travel into the new, evolved world to begin his mission, either at will or forced by the 
revelation of current events, but he must make a conscious choice somehow to cross a threshold of 
no return.  
 
Act One Reflections 
Discuss with your colleagues. What stories can you recall – from books, films, plays, real life? Can 
you identify any elements from the hero’s journey?  
 
How does your personal journey with Contented connect with this storytelling framework? Are there 
sometimes mini journeys within the broader journey? How can you see the story of your own life?  
What story of the group is emerging? How will you document it? 
 
Look at the journal entries, photos, and other notes you have taken so far. How do they relate to 
your personal and/or group story/ies? How can you use them to help tell it to colleagues back 
home? Try to write a few paragraphs and test it out on the group. Now edit it and share it with the 
home team. Record any feedback. How might you adapt your approach to engage them better? 



 

 

 

 
 

ACT TWO 
 
 
Belly of the Whale 
 
The hero is swallowed unexpectedly after crossing the threshold into a new and challenging world. 
He is consumed by the shape shifting aspects of the new world and the antagonisms which currently 
rule it after encountering entrapment of some kind by the enemy (the opposing force). 
 
The Road of Trials 
 
The hero must face a road of trials, where he will receive training, meet new friends and foe and 
experience the weight of obstacles which stand in his way; the ground rules of the new world are laid 
out and the hero must now learn to adapt to his new surroundings and prepare to complete the 
mission at hand. 
 

 The Temptation to be Misguided  
 
Also known ‘as Woman as Temptress’. This section of the journey is where the hero will experience a 
temptation to be misguided; sometimes it is the seductiveness of a woman working for the enemy, a 



 

 

reflection of his own lower self desire which needs to be overcome. There will be a temptation 
presented in this world which represents a false idolism, usually the hero or an ally will fall into the 
arms of temptation and learn the hard way, however if he is unable to resist the temptation later it 
will result in failure of the mission altogether. Usually falling victim of the temptation results in the 
enemy gaining a way to the hero’s heart and jeopardises the mission. 
 

The Meeting with the Goddess 
 
Usually before crossing the Approach threshold the hero will experience a meeting with a goddess or 
a being representing honest purity, this meeting is usually very important because it is the first 
moment from the exterior of the hero’s world where he is confronted with the opportunity of 
understanding the light and dark aspects of his own potential in order for him to begin to realize the 
true ‘depth’ of change which he must undergo if he is to succeed on his mission. The Goddess will 
dwell upon the imbalance of the hero’s ego and present him with an honest weakness which he must 
overcome, even if she represents a love aspect (which isn’t always ‘the function’ of the goddess). 
 

 The Approach to the Inner Most Cave 
 
This is when the next threshold will be crossed and the journey into the cave of the enemy will begin. 
This is the first action to the undertaking of the mission, the moment where the hero leaves the 
training ground and sets out into the wilderness to seek completion of the task at hand; little does 
the hero know that he is approaching the enemy’s fearsome trap of deceit (which often has been set 
in motion due to the hero’s inability to recognise temptation). The hero and his team travel deeper 
into the lair of the unknown, closer towards an unexpected fate that will force the him/her to search 
within the deepest regions of oneself as he experiences self doubt and uncertainty, travelling further 
beyond  the threshold of safety. 
 

The Wrath of God/Ordeal  
 
Here the Hero will undergo his/her greatest challenge yet as they come face to face with the full 
power of their enemy and experience defeat. As thorough as their plan may be, there is something 
they have missed that their enemy hasn’t. This is metaphorical for the hero’s own ignorance of his 
enemy, for the enemy represents the perspective of which the hero needs to slain. This is the first test 
of the hero’s ability and often the enemy has caught the hero off guard and learnt everything they 
need to know about the hero in order to ambush them, using their ignorance against them. It is here 
that the hero realizes that he was never ready to face the enemy and cannot deny that he has 
underestimated the God’s. 
 
Atonement with the father 
 
The hero is confronted by the pessimism of his father figure and must learn to balance ones beliefs. 
This represents the hero’s ability to obtain balance via overcoming the perception put in place by a 
sub conscious father figure (sometimes represented by a parent themselves). This is about the hero 
breaking free of a belief system that a father figure or higher stature has put in place, therefore 
bringing balance within the re-programming of his psyche. Normally atonement will be shown when 
the hero can stand his own ground and choose wisely for himself, rather than being influenced by 
exterior beliefs which have been holding him back the whole. 
 
Apotheosis 
 

Apotheosis is the glorification of a subject to divine level. It is the moment of death and rebirth 
within the hero’s psyche; he has doubted himself and weighed up the odds. He will find the courage 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Divinity


 

 

to oversee his restrictions to consciously make the right choice and find the solution within himself. 
There is only one final sacrifice to be made, that of ego, he must embrace his own vulnerability and 
attain ‘the armour of God’. Here, the hero will be able to accept ‘change’ where his enemy was 
unable. 
 

The ultimate boon/retrieving the sword 
 
This is the moment when the goal of the quest is obtained. The hero after apotheosis will retrieve the 
reward. The object he has been searching for, sometimes this may be a change in belief opposed to a 
physical reward. The boon of the quest is the hidden treasure at the end of the map, the centre piece 
of hope/symbol of completion that the hero has ventured to this world to find and it may well be 
something far beyond what he originally intended to retrieve.  
 

Refusal of the return 
 
This is a phase of refusal the hero encounters, usually a fear of returning to the old world with 
everything he has learnt. Normally the hero knows that it is beyond reason to stay, it is merely the re-
living of the experiences in the new world and the ‘new self’ he has discovered which he is sad to 
leave behind. But as always he must say his farewell to the new world and return to the home land 
where the calling for the boon will be as urgent as ever. 
 
 

ACT THREE 
 
 
The Magic Flight 
 
The moment where the hero takes off in perfect timing, in union with his divine purpose he soars 
away from the harsh testing grounds of the evolved world carried by the essence of his newly 
established being. An aura of confidence empowers him as he races to carry the boon home, surfing 
across the abode a new born soul, outsmarting the enemies on his tail at every turn, proving that his 
tests have not gone unrecognized by himself nor unrewarded by the heavens. 
 
Rescue from Without 
 
Sometimes the hero needs assistance from without, and usually this section signifies the coming 
together of the hero’s team in order to rescue a saviour from a state of annihilation. This is a 
confirmation from the divinity of the hero’s sacrifice. Usually once the hero reaches a perfect state of 
harmony with his own perspective he will sacrifice himself for what he believes. This sacrifice is in 
favour of opening the gateway home and essential to attaining the resurrection of ‘the hero’s team’. 
 
Crossing the Return Threshold 
 
The mission has been completed, all obstacles have been cleared including the final confrontation 
where the hero has truly proven his hard attained consciousness, and it is time for the hero to re 
integrate into the status quo. 
 
 
Master of Both Worlds 
 
The Hero proves the wisdom his has learnt in the ordinary world, this provides the contrast in change 
which he has undergone, we will see him overcome the obstacles which once kept him out of balance 



 

 

with this world; however, the memory of the evolved world keeps him at one with a broader 
perspective than that  originally embraced in his old society. 
 
Freedom to Live 
 
The hero is free to live beyond limitation 
 
 

  



 

 

Encountering Archetypes: Worksheet 
 

Archetypes are really just characteristics of our own personalities. So you will probably act in 
many of these roles during your life, from day to day, during your myriad journeys. 
  

Archetype Who represented this Archetype for you during the 
programme? How do you know? Describe the 

situation. 

The Hero  
Usually the main character – a 
person who needs to learn 
something in the story. In 
Ontente, this is you, and it is 
also each of us playing the 
lead role in our own life 
journey. 
  

  

Mentor  
A wise person or animal that 
provides guidance to the hero 
– usually giving him magical 
gifts or advice for the journey 
ahead. 
 

  

Trickster  
The “wise-fool” – someone 
who uses tricks and jokes to 
guide the hero. 

 

Shadow 
Represents our darkest desire, 
untapped resources, or 
rejected qualities (Darth 
Vader) 
  

  

Shapeshifter  
A character who “changes 
appearance” to disrupt the 
adventure. 
 

  

Herald  
Issues challenges and 
announces coming of 
significant change – gets the 
story rolling. 
  

  

Threshold Guardian  
Protects the special world and 
its secrets from the hero – 
provides tests for hero to 
prove worth. 
 

 

 


